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1. INTRODUCTION

The suggestion that, by analogy with K, k' oscillations, there could
1 1

be neutrino oscillations (.e., that there could be neutrino-ant'neutrino
osc'nations v --+ il) was considered by Pontecorvo 1 1957. It was
subsequently considered by Maki et al. 2 and Pontecorvo 3 that there
could be mxings (and oscillation) of neutrinos of different aromas (i.e.,
P, --4v,, transitions)-

The problem of solar neutrinos arose after the first experiment had
been performed in order to measure the flux of neutrinos from the Sun by
the 7CI -"Ar 4] method. The flux was found to be several times smaller
than expected from calculations made in accordance with the standard so-
lar model (SSM) 5. It was suggested in 6 that the solar neutrino deficit
could be explained by Majorana neutrino oscillations. Subsequently, when
the result of the experiment at Kamiokande 7 confirmed the existence
of the deficit relative to the SSM calculations, ne of the attractive ap-
proaches to the explanation of the solar neutrino deficit became resonant
enhancement of neutrino oscillations in matter [8]. Resonant enhancement
of neutrino oscillations in matter was obtained from Wolfenstein's equa-
tion for neutrinos in matter 9]. It was noted in Ref. [10] that Wolfenstein's
equation for neutrinos in matter is an equation for neutrinos in matter
in which they interact with matter not through the weak but through a
hypothetical weak interaction that is left-right symmetric. Since only left
components of neutrinos participate in the standard weak interactions,
the results obtained from Wolfenstein's equation have no direct relation
to real neutrinos.

Later experimentalists obtained the first results on the Gran Sasso
7'Ga - Ge experiment 111, that within a 3o, limit did not disagree with
the SSM calculations. The new data from the SAGE experiment 12 is
fairly close to the Gran Sasso results.

After the discovery of neutrino transitions (oscillations) at Super-
Kamiokande 13, 141 and at SNO 151, it is necessary to analyze the
situation, which arises in the problem of neutrino oscillations.

This work is devoted to discussion of some theoretical and experimen-
tal questions, which have been kept unsettled in the problem of neutrino
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osc'nations. These are: construction of the correct neutrino oscillations
theory- quest for the type of neutrino transitions (oscillations); determina-
tion of the concrete mechanism of neutrino transitions- real observation of
the neutrino oscillations in experiments- solution of some contradictions
in experiments (CHOOZ problem, inconsistency SNO, SK, Homestake
and GNO, SAGE data)-

IL THEORY

1. The Modern Theory of Neutrino Oscillations

In the old theory of neutrino oscillations 6 16], constructed in the
framework of Quantum Mechanics by analogy with the theory of K, Ko
oscillation, it is supposed that mass eigenstates are V1, V2, V3 neutrino
states but not physical neutrino states v,, Pt,, v, and that the neutrinos
Ve v V are created as superpositions Of V1 12, V3 states. This meant that
the V, ll,, V neutrinos have no definite mass; i.e., their masses may vary
depending on the VI V2,113 admixture in the v v V states.

On the example of K, K mesons (eigenstates of the strong inter-
actions) we can well see that on the time 10-238 (a typical time of the
strong interactions) the K, K' mesons-eigenstates of the weak interac-
tions cannot be created since its typical time is 10-6 _ -IS. Besides,

every particle must be created on its mass shell and it will be left on its
mass shell, while passing through vacuum. It is clear that this picture is
incorrect.

Originally, it was supposed 16, 161 that these neutrino oscillations are
real oscillations- i.e., that real transition of electron neutrino LI, into imion
neutrino v. (or tau neutrino v,) takes place. Then the neutrino X = IL, 7

is decayed in electron neutrino plus something

Vx - Ve . .... i (1)

as a result, we get energy from vacuum, which equals the mass difference
(if M' > M")

A E - m,,, (2)

Then, again this electron neutrino transits into muon neutrino, which is
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decayed again and we get energy, and etc. So we got a perpetuum
mobile! Obviously, the law of energy conservation cannot be fulfilled
in this process. The only way to restore the law of energy conservation
is to demand that this process is virtual one. Then, these oscillations
will be the virtual ones and they are described in the framework of the
uncertainty relations. The correct theory of neutrino oscillations can be
constructed only into the framework of the particle physics theory, where
the conception of mass shell is present 17], [18], 20].

In the modern theory on neutrino oscillations 17, 11, constructed in
the framework of the particle physics theory, it is supposed that:

1) The physical states of the V 1/,, V neutrinos are egenstates of the
weak interaction and, naturally, the mass matrix of V v,, V neutrinos is
diagonal. All the available experimental results indicate that the lepton
numbers , 1/11 1, are well conserved; i.e., the standard weak interactions
do not violate the lepton numbers.

2) Then, in order to violate the lepton numbers, it is necessary to
introduce an interaction violating these numbers (by analogy with the
K' -4ff' oscillations when the strangeness is violated by the weak inter-
actions by using Cabibbo matrix). It is equivalent to introducing nondl-
agonal mass terms in the mass matrix of V vp, i.,,. By diagonalizing this
matrix, we go to the V V2, V3 neutrino states. Exactly like it was in the
case of K' mesons created in strong interactions, when mainly K, f 0
mesons were produced, in the considered case v, v., v, but not VI, V2, V3,

neutrino states are mainly created in the weak interactions (this is so,
because the contribution of the lepton numbers violating interactions in
this process is too small). And in such case no oscillations take place.

3) Then, when the V, v,, v, neutrinos are passing through vacuum,
they will be converted into superpositions of the v,, 2, v3 owing to the
presence of the interactions violating the lepton number of neutrinos and
w'II be left on their mass shells. And, then, oscillations of the v, vt, V, neu-
trinos will take place according to the standard scheme 16-181. Whether
these oscillations are real or virtual, it will be determined by the masses
of the physical neutrinos V, v,, ,.

i) If the masses of the Ve, Vy, Vr neutrinos are equal, then the real
oscillation of the neutrinos will take place.
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11) If the masses of the v, I vm, v, are not equal, then the virtual os-
illation of the neutrinos wll take place. To make these oscillations real,

these neutrinos must participate in the quasi-elastic interactions, in order
to undergo transition to the mass shell of other appropriate neutrinos by
analogy with -y - p transition in the vector meson dominance model.

2. Neutrino Oscillation Types

The mass matrix of v, and v, neutrinos has the form

M'� 0 ) (3)
( 0 M"'

Due to the presence of the interaction violating the lepton numbers,
a nondiagonal term appears in this matrix and then this mass matrix is
transformed into the following nondiagonal matrix (CP is conserved):

MV, MV'VA (4)
MVI.V, MVP 

then the lagrangian of mass of the neutrinos takes the following form

,cm [MvVeVe + MvYpV1i +'Mv,,,(CJ', + Ctlle)]

Mve Mle (5)
(Ve, Cm) Z. V,

A VI,

which is diagonalized by turning through the angle and (see ref. in 6])
and then this lagrangian (5) transforms into the following one:

,cm I IMP911/1 + M2E/21/21, (6)
2

where

,A)2 Tn2M1,2 VI,2 1(Mv� + M"') ((Mv�

and angle is determined by the following expression:

tg2O 2m...' (7)
(MV" - MVj'
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v, cosOv, + sinOV2, (8)
V'U - SinOV1 + CSOV2-

From Exp.(7) one can see that if m, = m VP then the mixing angle is
equal to /4 independently of the value of

' 2 (2m,�,,� )2

sin 20 = (m "')2 (2m,,,,j�' (9)

M" 0 ) 

0 m,2

It is interesting to remark that expression 9 can be obtained from
the Breit-Wigner distribution 19]

P (F/2 )2 (10)

(E - E2 + (F/2)2'

by using the following substitutions:

E = n,, Eo = T,,, F/2 = 2rn,_V'�

where F/2 =- W( ... is a width of v v. transition, then we can use a
standard method [18, 20] for calculating this value.

The expression for time evolution of v,, v nutrinos (see 6), (8)) with
masses ml and M is

V, (t = e 'EItV, 0), V2 (t) = (!-1E2tj/2(O)' (11)

where
Ek2 = (P2 + M2)

k , k = 2.

If neutrinos are propagating without nteractions, then

V'(t) cosoe- iEt v, O) + sinOe- iE2t V2 (0),

vp(t) -sinOe-' Elt v, (O + cosoc- iE2t V2 (0) (12)

Using the expression for v, and V2 from 6), and putting it into (10), one
can get the following expression:

V'M = e iEt Cos 2o + e-iE2tSzn 2 1/1 (0) +
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+ [e-iElt eiE2t I sinO cos Ov. (0), (13)

-iEt 20 + e-iE2tCOS20VA W = le szn I , (0) +

+ le-iEt eiE2t ] sin0cosOv,(O).

The probability that neutrino v created at the time t = will be
transformed into v at the time t is an absolute value of amplitude ,(O)
in 13) squared- i. e.,

P(V' - v,.) �1 ("'(0) V(0) 1'=
1 sin2 20 I _ CS((M2 M2)/2p)tl (14)
2 2 1

where it is supposed that p > Ml, M2- Ek P + M 2/2p.
I k

The expression 12) presents the probability of neutrino aroma os-
cillations. The angle (mixing angle) characterizes value of mixing. The
probability Pv, -- v is a periodical function of distances, where the
period is determined by the following expression:

Lo = 27r 2p (15)
2 - M2M2 1

And probability P(v, -+ v,) that the neutrino v, created at time t = 0
is preserved as v, neutrino at time t is given by the absolute value of the
amplitude of v,(O) in (13) squared. Since the states in 13) are normalized

states, then
P (V, + P (V, 1. (16)

So, we see that aromatic oscillations caused by nondiagonality of the
neutrinos mass matrix violate the law of the -f, and eY lepton number
conservations. However, in this case, as one can see from Exp. 16), the
full lepton numbers f = f, + e,, are conserved.

We can also see that there are two cases of v, vP transitions (oscilla-

tions) 18, 20].
1. If we consider the transition of v, into v. particle, then

2
sin'20 4m,', (17)

(M 'J2 + 4m2
V� - M v,",,

How can we understand this v, -* v. transition?
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If 2m,,,,, = r is not zero, then it means tat the mean mass of ,2
particle is m,, and this mass is distributed by sM220 (or by the Breit-
Wigner formula) and the probability of the v -4 v,, transition differs

from zero and it is defined by masses of v and v. particles and M.,,,, 

which is computed in the framework of the standard method, as pointed

out above.

Another interpretation of the Exp. 17) is: If differs from zero

then Exp. 17) gives probability of v, -+ v. transitions. If 0 then

the v, v, transitions are forbidden.

So, this is a solution to the problem of the origin of mixing angle in

the theory of vacuum oscillations.

In this case the probability of v, --+ v,, transition (oscillation) is de-

scr'bed by the following expression:

2 - 2
P(V, --+ VP, t = sin 220sin 2 7rt I MV1 M 12 (18)

2p,�

where p, is a momentum of v, neutrino.

2. If we consider the virtual transition of v, into v,, neutrino at mv,

Mv,, (i.e., without changing the mass shell), then

tg2 = oo, (19)

0 = 7/4, and

sin 220 = 1. (20)

In this case the probability of the v, v,, transition (oscillation) is

described by the following expression:

P(V, --+ VP, = sin 2 7rt (21)
1 2p I

In order to make these virtual oscillations real, their participation in

quasi-elastic interactions is necessary for the transitions to their own mass

shells 20].

It is clear that the v, - v, transition is a dynamical process.
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3. The third type of transitions (oscillations) can be realized by m-
ings of the fields (neutrinos) by analogy with the vector dominance model
(- - p and Z - -� mxings) in a way as it takes place in the particle
physics. Since the weak couple constants ," 9V" g, of v, vp7 1/, neutri-
nos are nearly equal in reality, i.e., ., - 9V - g,, the angle mixings are
nearly maximal:

sinO.' 9V' sinO,,,, -_ sinO (22)
g+ gvx, 2

Therefore, if the masses of these neutrinos are equal (which is hardly prob-
able), then transitions between neutrinos will be real and if the masses of
these neutrinos are not equal then transitions between neutrinos will be
virtual by analogy with - po transitions. In this approach we can hardly
see neutrino oscillations, though it is possible, in principle.

Probably a more realistic type of neutrino oscillations is the third one
'llations can arise by a dynamics. Exactly the third type of mi

since osci I ix-
ings is realized through dynamical charges g,, g,, g., of neutrinos but
not through neutrino masses. Nevertheless, we must get answer to the
question: which of the above three types of neutrino oscillations is real-
ized in the Nature?

3. Mechanisms of Neutrino Oscillations

3.1. Impossibility of Resonance Enhancement of Neutrino

Oscillations in Matter

By three different approaches: by using mass Lagrangian [10, 21, 221,
by using the Dirac equation 21, 22], and by using the operator formalism
123], the author of this work has discussed the problem of the mass gener-
ation in the standard weak interactions and has come to a conclusion that
the standard weak interaction cannot generate masses of fermions since
the right-handed components of fermions do not participate in these in-
teractions. It is also shown 24] that the equation for Green function of
the weak-interacting fermions (neutrinos) in the matter coincides with
the equation for Green function of fermions in vacuum and the law of



conservation of the energy and the momentum of neutrino in matter will
be fulfilled 23] only if the energy W of polarization of matter by the
neutrino or the corresponding term in Wolfenstein equation, is zero (it
means that neutrinos cannot generate permanent polarization of matter)-
These results lead to the conclusion: resonance enhancement of neutrino
oscillations in matter does not exist.

The smplest method to prove the absence of the resonance enhance-
ment of neutrino oscillations in matter is:

If we put an electrical (e) (or strong (g)) charged particle a in vacu-
um, there arises polarization of vacuum. Since the field around particle a
is spherically symmetrical, the polarization must also be spherically sym-
metrical. Then the particle will be left at rest and the law of energy and
momentum conservation is fulfilled.

If we put a weakly (gw) interacting particle b (a neutrino) in vacu-
um, then since the field around the particle has a left-right asymmetry
(weak interactions are left interactions with respect to the spin direction
125, 29]), polarization of vacuum must be rionsymmetrical- i.e., on the left
'de there arises maximal polarization and on the rght there is zero po-

larization. Since polarization of the vacuum is asymmetrical, tere arises
asymmetrical interaction of the particle (the neutrino) with vacuum and
the particle cannot be at rest and will be accelerated. Then the law of en-
ergy momentum conservation will be violated. The only way to fulfill the
law of energy and momentum conservation is to demand that polarization
of vacuum be absent in the weak interactions. Te same situation will take
place in matter. It is necessary to remark that for above-considered proof
it is sufficient to know that the field around of te weakly interacting par-
ticle is asymmetrical (and there is not necessary to know the precise form
of this field). It is necessary also to remark that the Super-Kamlokande
data on day-night asymmetry 13 is

A = D-N)1(1(D+N)) � 0.021±0.020(stat)+0.013(-0.012)(syst).
2

(23)
and it does not leave hope on possibility of the resonance enhancement
of neutrino oscillations in matter.
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In means that the forward scattering amplitude of the weak interac-
tions have a specific behavior.

In the Sun neutrino experiments, it is impossible to dstinguish muon
and tau neutrinos since energies of the Sun neutrinos are less than the
threshold energy of muon and tau lepton creations. However we can dis-
tinguish these neutrinos on the Earth long baseline accelerator neutrino
experiments with neutrino energies higher than the threshold energy of
muon and tau lepton creations. Probably such experiments put an end
to the problem of resonance enhancement neutrino oscillations in matter
(see the strong proof absence of this effect given above).

It is interesting to remark that in the gravitational interaction the
polarization does not exist either 251.

An Amplitude of Forward Scattering at the Weak

Interactions

Connection between refraction coefficient n and amplitude of forward
scattering fk(k, 0) in matter is given by the following expression:

27
n - - E Ref, (k, 0), (24)

V i

where Z' is index of summation and k, p, respectively, are momentum and
transfer momentum.

Since at the weak interactions the polarization is absent, then

n (25)

and
Re fi (k, 0) 0, (26)

i.e.,
Refi(kp) 0, (27)

P --+ .

The amplitude of forward scattering goes to zero when transfer momen-
tum goes to zero in contrast to the strong and electromagnetic interac-
tions, where it differs from zero.
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3.2. Majorana Neutrino Oscillations

At present it is supposed 26] that the neutrino oscillations can be
connected with Majorana neutrino oscillations. It will be shown that we
cannot put Majorana neutrinos in the standard Dirac theory. It means
that in experiments the Majorana neutrino oscillations cannot be ob-
served.

Majorana fermion in Dirac representation has the following form 6,
16, 27]:

M
X 1q1(X +qC1FC(X)1' (28)2

q1C(X) oci"(4

where 77c is a phase, C is a charge conjunction, T is a transposition.

From Exp. 28) we see that Majorana fermion X has two spin projec-
tions ±1 and then the Majorana spinor can be rewritten in the following
form:

X+ W

XM(X) X_ (X) (29)

The mass Lagrangian of Majorana neutrinos in te case of two neutrinos
Xe, Xu (- 1 components of Ma'orana neutrinos, and ... is the same Majo-2 J

rana fermion with the opposite spin projection) in the common case has
the following form:

'C'M 2 M., IMX�X,� Xe (30)
( MXAX� MX'. X/I

Diagonalizing this mass matrix by standard methods, one obtains the
following expression:

M M" (31),C' (Pi, P2) 0
0 1MV2 V2

where
v = cosOX - sinft,
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L12 = sinOX, + COSOX�'.

These neutrino oscillations are described by expressions I)-(22) with
Mthe following substitution of ,, - xe/-t

The standard theory of weak interactions is constructed on the base

of local gauge nvariance of Dirac fermions. In this case Dirac fermions

have the following lepton numbers 11, which are conserved,

11 I = el PI TI (32)

and Dirac antiparticles have lepton numbers with the opposite sign

(33)

Gauge transformation of Majorana fermions can be written in the

form:

X W = eXP(-i'3)X' W,
2 2

X'- (x) = exp(+il3) X - 1 (x). (34)
2

Then lepton numbers of Ma orana fermions are

IM IM (+ 1/2) IM (- 1/2),

I.e., antiparticle of Majorana fermion is the same fermion with the op
ite spin projecti

posi j ion.

Now we come to discussion of the problem of the place of Majorana

fermion in the standard theory of weak interactions [281.

To construct the standard theory of weak interactions 291, Dirac

fermions are used. The absence of contradiction of this theory with the

experimental data confirms that all fermions are Dirac particles.

Now, if we want to put the Majorana fermions into the standard

model, we must take into account that, in the common case, the gauge

charges of the Dirac and Majorana fermions are different (especially it is

well seen in the example of Dirac fermion having an electrical charge since

it cannot have a Ma'orana charge (it is worth to remind that in the weak

currents the fermions are included in the couples form)). In this case we

cannot Just include Majorana fermions in the standard theory of weak
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interactions by gauge nvariance manner. Then, in the standard theory
the Ma'orana fermions cannot appear.

If we include Ma'orana neutrinos into the standard model, then in
experiments we must see the following reactions:

XI A Z) U 4 A Z + 1),

probability 12 and

XI A(Z) 1 + A(Z - ),

'th the same probability (where x = , ft, T) , snce Majorana neutri-
nos are superpositions of Dirac neutrinos and antineutrinos. Obviously,
all the available experimental data 301 does not confirm this predictions,
therefore we cannot consider this mechanism as realistic one for nutrino
osel'llat'ons.

3.3. Transitions (Oscillations) of Aromatic Neutrinos

In the work 2 Maki et al. supposed that there could exist transi-
tions between aromatic neutrinos v,, LI,,. Afterwards v, was found and
then , v,,, v, transitions could be possible. The author of this work has
developed this direction (see 21, 25]). It is necessary to remark that only
this scheme of oscillations is realistic for neutrino oscillations (see also
this work). The expressions, which described neutrino oscillations in this
case are given above in expressions 9)-(22).

111. EXPERIMENTS

1. Experimental Observation of the Neutrino Oscillations

At present, it is supposed that the neutrino oscillations were observed
[13-151. In these experiments only transitions between the Sun or atmo-
spheric neutrinos have been observed. Since we suppose that the neutrino
osc'nations take place, therefore we must observe (the Sun) neutrino os-
'nations n reality. Since the length of neutrino oscillations is sufficiently
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great, we cannot observe higher modes in terrestrial experiment. But we
have another possibility to observe the Sun neutrino oscillations using the
fact that the Earth orbit is elliptic one with:

Earth's perihelion Rp =�:: 147.117 .106 km,

Earth's aphelion RA = 152.083 .106 km,

and their difference AR is AR 4866 - 106 km. Since the Sun neutrinos
include all energies up to 15MeV, we must divide this energy spectrum
into energy regions (also distances must be divided into regions) and ob-
serve these neutrino fluxes as function of energy and the Earth's distances
from the Sun. On these conditions we must observe the neutrino oscilla-
tions if the length of neutrino oscillation R... is bigger than the region A,
where these (high energy) neutrinos are generated on the Sun, i.e.,

A - 005R 104 km, (35)

Rosc > .

It is obvious that in these experiments it is impossible to register v -+ v,
oscillations since their length is small enough, as we know from Super-
Kamlokande experiments. The Super-Kamlokande and SNO detectors
wholly fit for such observations.

2. The Earth Neutrinos

At present, there exist big detectors for observation of the Sun and
atmospheric neutrinos. The problem study of the Earth neutrino sources
represents enormous interest, therefore, using the same detectors, it is
possible to research the Earth neutrino sources. More detailed consider-
ation of this question will be published later. It is important that there
is no necessity to reconstruct the detectors. It is only necessary to col-
lect data from the Earth as it is fulfilled for the Sun neutrinos but from
opposite to the Sun direction [31]. In this way we can obtain the Earth
neutrino sources map using the detectors located in different places of the
Earth surface.
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3. The Problem with the GNO (GALLEX), SAGE Data

As stressed above, transitions between neutrinos with different flavor
have been already observed and the neutrino ixing angles are nearly
maximal. The Super-Karmokande 13], SNO [15], Homestake 321 data
(D) normalized on SSM calculations (see 33])) are in good agreement.

Homestake 1970-1994, Eth,, 0.814:

71 7 D exp
V + Ga 1 Ge + 0.34 ± 003

DBP2000

Super-Kamiokande 1996-2001, Eth, = 4.75MeV:

DexP
v,+e -ve+e 0.465 ± 0.015;

DBP2000

SNO Eth, = 6.9MeV

v, + d --- p + p + e DexP 0.35 7 002,
D BP2000

Eth,, = 2.2MeV

v, + d - p + n + e 1.01 ± 013,
DBP200

Ethre = 5.2MeV

DexP
v+e -v+e-, 0.47 ± 0.05,DBP200

But normalized on SSM 331 GNO (GALLEX) 34], SAGE 12, 351 data
are higher than above data on values 016 - 020

GNO (GALLEX) 1998-2000, Ethr = 0.233MeV

71 7 D exp
Ve + Ga Ge + e- , - = 0.5 ± 008-D BP200

SAGE 1990-2001, Eth, = 0.233MeV

7 7 D expVe + 1 Ga Ge + 0.54 ± 0.05;D BP200
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Since the length of neutrino transitions oscillations) is proportional
to their energy (see Exp.(13)), therefore, the lower the neutrino energies,
the smaller the lengths of transitions (oscillations), hence the norm of
transitions (oscillations) at the low energies must be the same as at the
high ones. In order to resolve this problem, it is probably necessary to
examine calibration of the last experiments. It is more likely that the
Standard Sun model 33] requires a revision in these energy regions. It is
very Important to organize an experiment with neutral currents in this
energy region. in order to register the full (the Sun) neutrino fluxes. It is
clear that there is no sense in drawing the allowed regions pictures 13]
until this problem is solved.

4. The CHOOZ Problem

In the reactor experiment on v, neutrinos in France, there was ob-
served a very small angle mixing for , --* C1, transitions [36]. If this
result is correct then only the v, --+ v. neutrino transitions there should
be observed in SNO 15] and the v, v, transitions must be suppressed,
i.e., relation between and ,, neutrino fluxes must be equal

iD" -_ �Dvl 1 (36)

However, in the SNO experiments on neutral currents, we can see approx-
imate equality in the numbers of the three types of neutrinos

(D (�D + D'j. (37)
2

It is clear that the angle of 0, transition cannot be small. Since the
distance from the reactor is small, the detector can register only a small
mixing angle (in order to see a correct mixing angle, the detector must
be at a distance which is an order of the oscillations length).

The big angle mixing obtained in KamLAND 37] also does not con-
firm the CHOOZ data.
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VI. CONCLUSION

It is noted that the theory of neutrino oscillations can be constructed
only in the framework of the particle physics theory, where a mass shell
conception is present and then transitions oscillations) between neutrinos
with equal masses are real and between neutrinos with different masses
are virtual.

There can be three types of neutrino transitions oscillations). it is
necessary to solve the question: which type of neutrino transitions (oscil-
lations) is realized in nature?

At present it is considered that Dirac and Ma'orana neutrino oscilla-
tions can be realized. It is shown that we cannot put Ma'orana neutrinos
in the standard weak interactions theory without violation of the gauge
invariance. If we use the Ma'orana neutrinos then we come to contradic-
tion with the existing experimental data. Then it is obvious that there
can be only realized transitions (oscillations) between Dirac neutrinos
with different flavors.

It is also shown that the mechanism of resonance enhancement of
neutrino oscillations in matter cannot be realized without violation of the
law of energy-momentuni conservation.

Though it is supposed that we see neutrino oscillations in experiments,
indeed there only transitions between neutrinos ae registered. In order to
register neutrino oscillations, it is necessary to see second or even higher
neutrino oscillation modes in experiments. For this purpose we can use
the elliptic character of the Earth orbit.

The analysis shows that the SNO experimental results do not con-
firm the smallness of v, - v, transition angle inixings, which was ob-
tained in the CHOOZ experiment. It is also noted that there is contradic-
tion between the SNO, Super-Karmokande, Homestake and SAGE, GNO
(GALLEX) data.
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FeLUToeB X. M. E2-2003-155
HeKOT0pbIe HepeLUCHHble BflpOCbl B npo6neme OCHHAJIMUH14 HeijTpHHO

OTmeqeHO, 'ITO Teop"fo OCUIM3154UHH HeaTPHHO MO)KHO HOC-VPOIiTb TOJ1bKO B paMKax tii-
3HKH qaCTHLI, me "CH0J1b3yeTC.9 HH31THe macCOBOii HBepXHOCTH M TFaa nepexoabi (ocu"n-
nAUHH) M)Uy HefiTpHH C paB[ibiMli maccamvi 51BJ15HOTC51 CaRbHbVMH a nepexoabi meAuty
HefiTpHH c pa3Hb1MH maccamH 3913JIMICTCH BlipTyaJlbHb[MH. 1Ka3aHO, qTO moryT cyweCTBO-

BaTb TH THria H6iTpHRHh1X riepexouoB. B �ACnepiimewrax Heo6watimo pewHTb Boripoc, Ka-
KOfi M3 3THX THHOB H6iTpHHHb1X riepexoiioB peanH3yeTC54 i riptipoae.

B tiaCT051LUee BeMq ripeanonaraCTC51, 'ITO moryT cyLueCTBOBaTb ocu"jimiumi ;impal<013-
CKHX H mafiopaHOBCKHX HeiiTPH110. nOKa3aHo, qTO Mbl He moxcem rioAcTaBHTb ma"opaHOB-
CKoe HeHTpMH0 B caH1japTHy10 Teopwo 6e3 HapyLuel-HiR Ka.Tjo6poBo11H0fi HHBapHaHTHOCTH.

Kpome Toro, ecnH MI ipeanonaraem, 4TO HefiTpHHOqBJ13HOTCA mafiopaHOBCKHMIi qaCTHLiamH,
TO TO "BO.UVIT K 3KCHepHMeHTaT1bHO He aTBepxweHHb1M pe3ynbTaTam. Torua, oqeBHRHO,

moryr peajiH3OBaTbCA TOjJbKO nepewabi mewayaHpaKOBCKHMH Hc�TPHHO pa3j]HqHbIX apoma-
TOB. TaK)Ke noKa3aHO, TO MCXaHH3M pe3OHaHCHoro yc"-ueHtiq OCUHARAMM HCfiTpHHO Be-
LueCTBe e moAeT peaq03OBaTbcq 6e3 HapyweHHA 3aKOHa COXpaHCHH31 3HeprHH-HMrjyj1bca.

XOTA CMTaeTCJq, WO MI BHJ114M OCUMAML111H HefiTpHHO, 110 Ha camom eile 3aperHCTPIIPOBa-
Hbl TOJ1bKO riepeX0,L1bJ me>Uy HefiTPH110. '4TO6bi 3apermCTpHpOBaTb OCLIHJIJIALIHH HeATpHH0,
Heo6xoaHMO B �)KCFiepmmeHTC ywiae`rb BTOpbje H 6oyjee BbICOKHe MOUbl OC1_1Hnqj9UHH. �Jfljq

DTOH uen" MOAHO 0CHOJ1b30BaTb 31J1HHTHqeCKHfi xapaKTep 3mHofi op6HTbi rip" Ha6moae-
H"ti cojHieqHb1X HeOTPHHo. AHanir3 HoKa3b1BaeT, TO 3KCnepHmeHTaJ16Hbje pe3yJ1bTaTb1, HO-

jjyqCHHbie B SNO, e RTBepwwalOT ajiOCTb yria cmewliBaH"A V, -4 V,-RepeX0110B, nlly-

qeHHb1X B 3KCHCpHmeHie CHOOZ. TaK)Ke OTNleqaeTC51, TO "meer meCTO HOTHBopeqHe me-
>K4yuaHHb1MH SNO. Super-Kamiokande, Hornestake H SAGE, GNO (GALLEX).

Pa6oTa Bb1H0J1HeHa B Ia6opaT0pHH t13HKO aCTtlU MA11.

CoofteH"e 06bewmetuioro KCTHTYTi1 911CINWX "MieimBamifi. y6na, 2003

flepeBoa a3T0pa

Beshtoev Kh. M. E2-2003-15
Some Unsettled Questions in the Problem of Neutrino Oscillations

It is noted that the theory of neutrino oscillations can be constructed only in the frame
work of the theory particle physics where a mass shell conception is presented and then tran-
sitions (oscillations) between neutrinos with equal masses are real and between neutrinos
with different masses are virtual. There can be three types of neutrino transitions, In the ex-
periments it is necessary to decide the question: which type of neutrino transitions is realized
in nature?

At present it is supposed that Dirac and Majorana neutrino oscillations can be realized.
it is shown that we cannot put Majorana neutrinos in the standard weak interactions theory
without violation of the gauge invariance. If we use the Majorana eutrinos then we come to
contradiction with the existing experimental dta. Then it is obvious that there can be only
realized transitions between Dirac neutrinos with different flavors. It is also shown that the
mechanism of resonance enhancement of neutrino oscillations in matter cannot be realized
without violation of the law of energy-momentum conservation. Though it is supposed that
in experiments we see neutrino oscillations, indeed only transitions between neutrinos are
registered. To register neutrino oscillations, it i's necessary to see second or even higher neu-
trino oscillation modes in experiments. For this purpose we can use the elliptic character of
the Earth orbit at registrations of sun neutrinos. The analysis shows that the SNO experimen-
tal results do not confirm smallness of v, v, transition angle mixing, which was obtained
in the CHOOZ experiment. Also is noted that there is contradiction between the SNO,
Super-Kan-Jokande, Homestake and SAGE, and GNO (GALLEX) data,

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Particle Physics, JINR.
Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 2003
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